
 

moderato, pioneer in low-no wines is launching its new Organic 5% ABV range 

with a sparkling version 
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In 2021, thanks a to a successful crowdfunding campaign we launched a brand new offer on the 

market: a new range of high quality wines with only 5% ABV. Straight after this we launched our 

ecommerce website to directly meet a growing consumer demand on low-no wines. Moderato has 

managed to convince a number of key partners in France including Les Galleries Lafayette as well as 

up to 70 independent fine grocery stores, wine merchants, cafés and restaurants.  

Passionate about sustainable and impactful brands, Fabien has been at the helm of the development 

of world-famous juice brand Innocent in France and other European markets. On his side Sebastien 

was born and raised in a distiller and winegrower family in Cognac and has spent several years 

developing premium brands around the world for Pernod Ricard. Together they decided to bring an 

answer to an unmet need for higher quality products reduced in alcohol. 

Spring 2022 saw an unprecedented late frost spread across Europe that badly affected many 

winegrowing regions. The consequence was for us to embark on a new quest to find new ideal wines 

with the best aromatic balance. With the help of our wine expert and thanks to great dedication we 

can now proudly launch:  

Our first 100% organic range with only 5% ABV with a white wine (blend of verdejo and muscat 

grapes) a rosé (verdejo and grenache) and a brand new sparkling version (made with verdejo grapes) 

This unique new range has been crafted to meet our consumer’s need thanks to all the feedback 

we received from our first fans along the development of each wine. 

We are obsessed with Taste! We draw our inspiration from this ancient wine making know-how 

only to keep all the enjoyment of drinking a nice wine while reducing its impact on our health (2 to 

3 times lower in alcohol and calories than a classic wine) and on the planet (being organic, using a 

very light bottle and a screw cap to avoid wine oxidation and wastage). 

Moderato targets those refined consumers who love wine and yet seek to better balance their 

consumption. 

Beyond tradition and clichés our ambition is simple: breaking the mould to enjoy wine more freely 

by making it possible to create a new qualitative and unique experience with lower in alcohol 

wines! Our next step is the launch of our first organic 0% ABV sparkling wine with no flavour added 

coming this Spring… !   



 

A unique range, fresh and full of flavours  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q& 

 

moderato white  

Grape Varietals : verdejo & muscat  

A nice balance between summer fruit flavours and crisp acidity 

Colour :  

Light yellow  

Notes : 

Peach and apricot notes with a slightly floral feel  

moderato rosé  

Grape Varietals : verdejo & grenache 

Soft & ripe spring fruits, fresh and balanced 

Colour :  

Light and pale  

Notes : 

Nice and soft red berries  

moderato sparkling  

Grape Varietals : verdejo  

A nice fruity/floral balance enhanced by fine bubbles  

Colour :  

Light yellow 

Notes : 

Round and fresh with that extra thirst-quenching feel !  



Q&A: 

 

- Why developing a low/no wine :  

According to recent consumer research across many countries wine lovers are more and more open 

to trying lower ABV options in their drinking habits (N.B. 46% of them in France according to a recent 

survey*). We take the evolution of the beer market as an inspiring benchmark where they have 

managed to deliver high quality products with 0% ABV supported by well acknowledged brands. 

Winegrowing is also consuming a lot of chemicals and pesticides across the world and we wanted to 

turn to a more sustainable way of producing wine. 

The world is changing, what about the wine world then ?  

*Source : baromètre Sowine/Dynata – Janvier 2021 

- Where are you sourcing your wines : 

We looked for high quality and more sustainable wines. We therefore use different blends for each 

of our wine, sourcing wines that come both from La Mancha in Spain (the largest wine producing 

region in Europe with a high level of organic wines) and in France. We are very demanding with 

ourselves on the wines we select and on the blends we create to preserve the original aromas of the 

wines.  

- What is your RSP : 

9,90€ for still 5% ABV – 11,90€ for sparkling 5% ABV – 10,50 for the sparkling 0% ABV 

- About our wine expert : 

Both a visionary winegrower and great wine master, Frédéric Brochet has been involved with us for 

almost a year now. He brings a unique mix of high technical expertise, immense wine knowledge and 

a great innovative approach to the wine world, ready to go beyond existing boundaries.  

- Are you thinking about making a red ?  

Yes, it is well on our radar but it requires a little more work and testing to reach a well balanced and 

flavoursome red wine that is reduced in alcohol. We hope to launch it though around Autumn time. 

- Why a 0% ABV now ?  

It was on our mind since the very beginning. It is an answer to a growing demand for high quality 

yet non-alcoholic drinks. It is also a rare challenge if you want to create a product that does belong 

to the great Wine Family. Reaching the right balance and yet staying on a fully natural product 

requires time but this is how we believe we will create a new landmark. 

 

Contacting us : 

sebastien@le-moderato.com 

www.le-moderato.com  

127 rue d’Aboukir, 75003 Paris 


